ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Dear Professor, dear student,

AIESEC Fribourg has selected several projects within this booklet. The selected ones are fitting the Environmental Sciences and Humanities Institute.

All the following information are examples of projects that AIESEC can offer. We still have more projects in different field, starting at different dates and in other countries. Through all the process from the sign up till the end of the internship, AIESEC Fribourg will support you. For any request or further information, do not hesitate to contact us in order to make your internship the best experience possible.
GREEN ARCHITECTURE-LEAD GREEN

SDG 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure

EGYPT
Cairo

DESCRIPTION
A Camp in Egypt’s paradise Nuwebai, an extraordinary part of the peninsula of Sinai. In this camp, enviromental friendly bedouian houses will be built. Nuwebai is a pollution free place that needs to keep growing however without loosing its natural enviroment. In this camp, volunteers will creat handcrafts of natural materials such as wood, leather, glass & more Green architecture will be implement for better green Earth.

STARTING DATE
1 Jun 2020

LOGISTICS
Accommodation provided
Food provided: 1 meal per day

LINK TO PROJECT
https://aiesec.org/opportunity/1203129
GREEN WITH FINGERS ~ DATING WITH NATURE | 2020

SDG 12: Responsible consumption and production

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City

DESCRIPTION
Let’s green the world with your lovely “fingers” and spread your environment-friendly spirits to society! Green With Fingers provides you a space to deep into organic agricultural knowledge, broaden your horizon on Vietnamese ecology through practical experiences and deliver inspirational lessons to the young on environmental affection and conservation. Happy Vegi’s fresh gardens are identical places to feel the "natural beat of nature" through the non-chemical process and biological treatment.

STARTING DATE
1 Jul 2020

LOGISTICS
Accommodation provided

LINK TO PROJECT
https://aiesec.org/opportunity/1222312
COSTA RICA
Salitre, Buenos Aires, Puntarenas

DESCRIPTION
The project will be developed in an indigenous community. The activities go from workshops and talks on climate change and environment to fieldwork like reforestation, organic agriculture and other work required by the communities. The indigenous population has always coexisted with nature but the increase of population and social changes has put their lifestyle into danger.

STARTING DATE
11 Jul 2020

LOGISTICS
Accommodation provided
Food provided: 1 meal per day

LINK TO PROJECT
https://aiesec.org/opportunity/1198289
**DESCRIPTION**

After going through an initial preparation, Global Volunteers will be delivering workshops and activities to youth that aims to engage, create awareness, and build climate action plans.

- Prepare and execute introductory lessons on how people actions affect the earth and therefore climate action.
- Facilitate workshops and group activities related to responsible consumption of flora & fauna, water, energy consumption & sustainability, waste and recycling.
- Create projects with the students based on what they learned about making climate change in the school and the community happen.
- Assess students to evaluate the impact of the project.

**STARTING DATE**

29 Jun 2020

**LOGISTICS**

Accommodation provided
Food provided: 1 meal per day

**LINK TO PROJECT**

https://aiesec.org/opportunity/1185419
GREENWORLD EXTERNADO

SDG 13: climate action

COLOMBIA

Bogotá

DESCRIPTION

Work for the NGO progress on environmental issues with:
1. Entrepreneurship with recycling
2. Help the maintenance of the facilities and green areas
3. Awareness campaign for recycling
4. Help in the environmental management system
5. Implementation of a blog or newspaper showing what is being done for the environment
6. Support for the implementation of a biosaludable park and a synthetic court
7. Participation in the community garden
8. Make a video about the volunteer experience

STARTING DATE

30 Jun 2020

LOGISTICS

Accommodation provided
Food provided: 1 meal per day

LINK TO PROJECT

https://aiesec.org/opportunity/1192500
RISEUP TUNISIA- SHAPE THE ENVIRONMENT

SDG 13: climate action

TUNISIA
Monastir

DESCRIPTION
The position will also allow the Volunteer to understand The Nature in order to fight Climate Change.

- You will receive sessions and workshops about renewable energy & about climate change
- You will receive sessions and workshops about the maritime life and the life on land
- You will promote positive environmental attitude through various activities
- You will write articles about environmental problems in Monastir
- You will make a video about your experience with the NGO and the impact you made
- You will be part of a big event to present your work in the end of the experience

STARTING DATE
14 Jun 2020

LOGISTICS
Accommodation provided

LINK TO PROJECT
https://aiesec.org/opportunity/1216568
EGYPT
Cairo

DESCRIPTION
Through different activities related to green architecture and recycling, you will be volunteering on designing products out of waste materials thus reducing the effect of pollution. This project will improve the environmental situation of our city through the innovation of the waste recycling process.

- Design and implement products out of waste materials
- Get introduced to waste management techniques in Egypt.
- Interns will survey and review several products and solutions to be implemented in Egypt.
- Interns will design & prototype the most appropriate products
- Teach people in rural areas how to adapt to these solutions
- Handle awareness campaigns

STARTING DATE
1 Jun 2020

LOGISTICS
Accommodation provided

LINK TO PROJECT
https://aiesec.org/opportunity/1230092
FEEL ENVIRONMENT I PROJECT AQUA - INTO THE OCEAN
SDG 13: climate action

INDIA
Chennai

DESCRIPTION
The intern is expected to be a good swimmer and will be trained in Scuba Diving by professionals and will work towards marine conservation while creating awareness about the cause certified by the Professional Association of Diving Instructors (PADI International).

- Execute Projects related to Beach clean up.
- Conduct workshops on marine conservation. Scuba diving to restore Underwater marine life.
- Coastal and underwater clean up of plastic and other waste.
- Interns will have to work for 54 hours per week.

STARTING DATE
1 Jul 2020

LOGISTICS
Accommodation provided
Food Provided

LINK TO PROJECT
https://aiesec.org/opportunity/198789